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Abstract 39 
Limited conservation resources mean that management decisions are often made on the basis 40 
of scarce biological information. Species distribution models (SDMs) are increasingly 41 
proposed as a way to improve the representation of biodiversity features in conservation 42 
planning, but the extent to which SDMs are used in conservation planning is unclear. We 43 
reviewed the peer-reviewed and grey conservation planning literature to explore if and how 44 
SDMs are used in conservation prioritisations. We use text mining to analyse 641 peer-45 
reviewed conservation prioritisation articles published between 2006 and 2012 and find that 46 
only 10% of articles specifically mention SDMs in the abstract, title, and/or keywords. We use 47 
topic modelling of all peer-reviewed articles plus a detailed review of a random sample of 40 48 
peer-reviewed and grey literature plans to evaluate factors that might influence whether 49 
decision-makers use SDMs to inform prioritisations. Our results reveal that habitat maps, 50 
expert-elicited species distributions, or metrics representing landscape processes (e.g. 51 
connectivity surfaces) are used more often than SDMs as biodiversity surrogates in 52 
prioritisations. We find four main reasons for using such alternatives in place of SDMs: (i) 53 
insufficient species occurrence data (particularly for threatened species); (ii) lack of 54 
biologically-meaningful predictor data relevant to the spatial scale of planning; (iii) lack of 55 
concern about uncertainty in biodiversity data; and (iv) a focus on accounting for ecological, 56 
evolutionary, and cumulative threatening processes that requires alternative data to be 57 
collected. Our results suggest that SDMs are perceived as best-suited to dealing with traditional 58 
reserve selection objectives and accounting for uncertainties such as future climate change or 59 
mapping accuracy. The majority of planners in both the grey and peer-reviewed literature 60 
appear to trade off the benefits of using SDMs for the benefits of including information on 61 
multiple threats and processes. We suggest that increasing the complexity of species 62 
distribution modelling methods might have little impact on their use in conservation planning 63 
without a corresponding increase in research aiming at better incorporation of a range of 64 
ecological, evolutionary, and threatening processes. 65 
66 
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1. Introduction 67 
Limited funding for addressing global biodiversity declines means that prioritisation of 68 
geographic regions and conservation actions is unavoidable (Bottrill et al. 2009). In systematic 69 
conservation planning, ecological features (e.g., species and habitat types) are identified; costs, 70 
constraints, and possible threat mitigation actions are considered; and decisions are 71 
subsequently derived on where and when to implement actions (Margules and Pressey 2000; 72 
Moilanen et al. 2009). Only rarely is complete, up-to-date spatial coverage of conservation 73 
feature data available (Rondinini et al. 2006). Species distribution models (SDMs, also referred 74 
to as ecological niche models) map relationships between species distributions and 75 
environmental conditions, and are one way to project the spatial distributions of species to 76 
regions lacking biodiversity observations (Elith and Leathwick 2009b; Guisan and Thuiller 77 
2005). The use of SDMs to aid conservation decision-making is increasingly recommended in 78 
the peer-reviewed literature (Bailey and Thompson 2009; Elith and Leathwick 2009a; Guisan 79 
et al. 2013; Phillips et al. 2006). This is because of their ability to provide biological 80 
information for a relatively low cost compared with broad-scale field surveys or models of 81 
population dynamics parameterised using long-term datasets. But how well do SDMs inform 82 
decisions within the conservation planning process? Here, we assess how often SDMs are used 83 
to inform ecological features for conservation planning, and evaluate the factors that might lead 84 
to decision-makers using alternative approaches to inform conservation prioritisations.  85 
Until recently, the main role of systematic conservation planning was to design reserve 86 
networks to protect biodiversity in situ (Margules and Pressey 2000). Typically the objective 87 
was either to minimise resources expended whilst meeting a given set of quantitative 88 
conservation targets (the minimum-set problem), or to maximise some measure of “benefit” (in 89 
a simple case, this might be the number of targets met for our assets), given a fixed budget or 90 
amount of resources that can be expended (Wilson et al. 2009). Conservation targets might be 91 
all or a subset of the features in a geographical area, or a proportion of population size or 92 
geographical extent (Pressey et al. 2003).  93 
Increasingly, planners and scientists have sought to accommodate multiple socio-economic and 94 
biodiversity considerations, as well as information on threats, in conservation planning. For 95 
example, the decision-support tool Marxan with Zones improves on traditional reserve 96 
selection tools through the addition of user-defined zones and the ability to specify costs and 97 
targets for each zone (Watts et al. 2009), as well as incorporate predictions about how effective 98 
alternative actions in each zone might be for achieving conservation or socio-economic 99 
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objectives (Makino et al. 2013). These advances have allowed planners to account for factors 100 
such as the feasibility of managing or protecting species in landscapes predominantly used for 101 
agriculture (Tulloch et al. 2014) or fishing (Makino et al. 2013). In addition, a number of 102 
decision-support tools  (e.g., Zonation (Moilanen et al. 2012) and Marxan (Ball et al. 2009)), 103 
can incorporate maps that predict changes in distributions of species or habitats in response to a 104 
particular threat (Tulloch et al. 2015).  105 
With an increase in our capacity to solve complex objectives using systematic conservation 106 
planning tools, however, comes an increase in the data required to inform prioritisations 107 
(Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015). Collecting data is time-consuming and sometimes costly, and 108 
thus planners are faced with deciding which data are most critical to achieving their goals. A 109 
variety of approaches are possible for depicting the distributions of ecological features and 110 
informing the “benefits” to biodiversity of applying a conservation action in any one place, 111 
including point occurrence data, range maps, expert knowledge maps, or predictive model 112 
outputs such as those generated by SDMs (Elith and Leathwick 2009b; Franklin 2010; Peterson 113 
et al. 2011). In addition to these species-focused data, planners might wish to incorporate data 114 
on the distributions of other landscape or socio-economic features that could be important for 115 
ensuring additional objectives related to economic production (e.g. fishing areas) or ecosystem 116 
health (e.g. connectivity and productivity). Alternatively, planners faced with choosing 117 
between multiple threats to manage might want to better understand the likely outcomes for 118 
their target species of alternative threat mitigation actions (Auerbach et al. 2014).   119 
There are five main considerations that planners face when choosing feature data to prioritise 120 
conservation decisions (Beale and Lennon 2012; Elith et al. 2002; Loiselle et al. 2003; 121 
Rondinini et al. 2006; Sinclair et al. 2010): (i) the quality of available data and associated 122 
ability to parameterise complex models; (ii) the spatial scale of the problem; (iii) how much 123 
uncertainty the conservation planner is willing to tolerate; (iv) the importance of ecological and 124 
evolutionary processes; and (v) constraints, such as time, planning costs, computational ability, 125 
and the social-economic environment of the planning landscape (see also Guisan et al. 2013; 126 
Wilson et al. 2005). All of these issues have important impacts on prioritisation outcomes 127 
(Table 1; Wilson et al. 2005), but they can rarely be dealt with simultaneously; rather, planners 128 
are forced to trade-off some as less important than others. For instance, planners focused 129 
primarily on constraints such as time or budget might use readily-accessible point-based 130 
occurrence data (such as that in biodiversity atlases), but incomplete distribution data and 131 
spatial biases in sampling effort often result in fragmented distribution maps and 132 
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underestimation of species distributions (Balmford et al. 2005; Boakes et al. 2010; Tulloch and 133 
Szabo 2012). This can bias estimates of the benefits of conservation action towards well-134 
surveyed locations, and limit the efficiency of conservation planning due to missed 135 
opportunities (Graham and Hijmans 2006; Rondinini et al. 2006). In contrast, planners focused 136 
on prioritising across large spatial scales by projecting scarce occurrence data could develop 137 
highly uncertain or poorly-parameterised SDMs, which might lead to overconfident decisions 138 
and wasted conservation funding (Carvalho et al. 2011). In these cases, actions might be 139 
carried out in areas where the conservation feature is wrongly thought to exist (errors of 140 
commission, or false presences), or no management might be undertaken where the feature 141 
exists and requires immediate action (errors of omission, or false absences; Elith and Graham 142 
2009; Guisan et al. 2013). Finally, choosing a complex and highly-parameterised model with 143 
high-resolution predictor or population-level data might result in more accurate predictions of 144 
species distributions for conservation decision-making (Arponen et al. 2012). However, such 145 
models have an increased chance of problems such as model over-fitting, making extrapolation 146 
to other regions or timeframes challenging (Merow et al. 2014; Randin et al. 2006; Wenger and 147 
Olden 2012). In these cases, collecting and processing the necessary data and calibrating 148 
complex models could also delay decisions, increase costs, and divert conservation attention 149 
away from learning about threats or socio-economic values (Grantham et al. 2009).  150 
Knowing when and why conservation planners choose different biodiversity feature data inputs 151 
for informing decisions would provide insight into which data are most useful for solving 152 
which objectives. Despite a significant body of knowledge on SDMs having been assembled 153 
more than a decade ago, and repeated calls for the use of SDMs in conservation prioritisation 154 
problems (Araujo and Guisan 2006; Guisan and Thuiller 2005; Hernandez et al. 2006; Liu et 155 
al. 2005; Loiselle et al. 2003; Phillips et al. 2006; Rondinini et al. 2006; Wilson et al. 2005), 156 
there has been no evaluation of how often SDMs are applied to inform feature distributions in 157 
conservation prioritisations. Here, we conduct a review of the peer-reviewed and grey literature 158 
(e.g., conservation plans, agency reports), to explore if and how SDMs are used in conservation 159 
planning applications for native flora and fauna species at risk. We compare cases where 160 
SDMs are and are not used to investigate reasons for choosing SDMs to inform biodiversity 161 
features targeted for conservation action. We then evaluate the extent to which SDM-162 
prioritisations versus non-SDM prioritisations address issues of spatial scale, uncertainty, and 163 
the ability to represent ecological, evolutionary and threatening processes, which have been 164 
identified as affecting conservation planning outcomes (Rondinini et al. 2006). Finally, we 165 
explore in what ways SDMs can inform conservation decisions, and provide recommendations 166 
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that could increase appropriate use of models, readily-available conservation prioritisation 167 
tools, and alternative threat prioritisation approaches for informing conservation planning 168 
decisions.  169 
 170 
2. Methods for the review 171 
We sampled the peer-reviewed literature by searching the Web of Science, using the key words 172 
“conservation plan*” or “land use plan*” or “regional plan*” (to select articles addressing 173 
conservation; n = 7493 articles) plus additional filter key words of “priorit*” or “reserve 174 
selection” or “resource allocation*” (to restrict outputs to articles prioritising actions or areas), 175 
and including only papers published from 2006 to 2012 (final n = 660 articles). We included 176 
only publications since 2006 for three reasons: (i) 2006 represents the beginning of an 177 
exponential rise in published papers on the topic “species distribution model*”(Guisan et al. 178 
2013); (ii) a significant level of scientific knowledge on SDM techniques had recently become 179 
available in 2006 (Araujo and Guisan 2006; Guisan and Thuiller 2005; Hernandez et al. 2006; 180 
Liu et al. 2005; Phillips et al. 2006); and (iii) articles providing recommendations about the 181 
sensitivity and usefulness of different data types in conservation planning had also become 182 
available at that time (Loiselle et al. 2003; Rondinini et al. 2006; Wilson et al. 2005).  183 
We first performed a text mining analysis on all of the 660 articles to explore differences 184 
between prioritisations applying SDMs and those using alternative methods of mapping feature 185 
distributions. To do this, we classified articles as “SDM-prioritisations” (60 articles), or “non-186 
SDM prioritisations” (581 articles; see Appendix S1 for details). Nineteen articles did not fit 187 
into either category (mainly technology conference abstracts) and were excluded from the 188 
analysis. For each classification of articles, we exported all titles, abstracts, and keywords, and 189 
cleaned the dataset to standardise spelling and remove unwanted symbols (e.g. numbers, dates) 190 
using the text mining “tm 0.6-2” package in R (Feinerer and Hornik 2015). These data were 191 
then transformed into a document term matrix, with one entry in the matrix per article. We 192 
performed topic modelling in R using package “topicmodels 0.2-2” (Grün and Hornik 2011), 193 
by applying a latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) model with the variational expectation-194 
maximisation (VEM) algorithm and Gibbs sampling to a response variable of the document 195 
term matrix for either SDM- or non-SDM-prioritisations. We set the target number of topics to 196 
20, after running sensitivity analyses with different numbers of topics, and finding that 20 197 
topics was a good balance between specificity and redundancy (Westgate et al. 2015). For each 198 
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prioritisation classification (SDM or non-SDM), the outputs for each model were a 199 
classification of each article to the single topic that best represented the text of the abstract, title 200 
and keywords, and a list of terms that represented each of the 20 topics. With the term list, we 201 
summarised the topic themes and used these to compare which themes predominate each type 202 
of prioritisation. Finally, to explore if SDM-prioritisations have a greater impact in the 203 
scientific literature than non-SDM prioritisations, we compared the citation rates of papers in 204 
each classification using an unpaired two-sample t-test assuming unequal variances. 205 
Next, we carried out a more detailed analysis of a selection of the 641 articles. Forty peer-206 
reviewed articles (two marine, two freshwater, 31 terrestrial and five multi-system e.g. land-sea 207 
prioritisations) were randomly selected from the 10 journals with the most articles satisfying 208 
these criteria, plus the following additional specifications: (i) each selected article addressed 209 
conservation decisions for multiple biodiversity features, and (ii) was related to a definable 210 
prioritisation action (see Appendix 1 for further details of the selection process). 211 
Twenty-eight conservation plans (non peer-reviewed: 16 terrestrial and 12 marine) were also 212 
selected using internet searches. Terrestrial locations were chosen to represent one of each of 213 
the hotspots defined by Myers and colleagues (Myers et al. 2000) and the additional hotspots 214 
identified by Conservation International 215 
(http://www.conservation.org/where/priority_areas/hotspots/Pages/hotspots_main.aspx, 216 
Accessed 4 December 2013). Marine locations corresponded to the twelve marine 217 
biogeographic realms of the world (Spalding et al. 2007). We were not able to find 218 
conservation plans that fit our criteria for all hotspots between the years 2006 and 2012, so we 219 
expanded the search of grey literature to allow for conservation plans from any year after 2000. 220 
For each journal article and conservation plan, we identified the type of feature data used for 221 
prioritisation, and where SDMs were used, the SDM methodology, complexity, and model 222 
settings. We then investigated whether articles using or not using SDMs focused on different 223 
conservation planning issues related to biodiversity feature data accuracy and 224 
representativeness, which had been identified as important issues by highly-cited papers prior 225 
to the publication of the articles in our review (Elith et al. 2002; Loiselle et al. 2003; Rondinini 226 
et al. 2006; Wilson et al. 2005). Using a three-point nominal scale (Did not discuss, Discussed 227 
but did not address explicitly, Addressed explicitly in methodology), we qualitatively 228 
categorised each article as considering or not considering: (i) Scale (e.g. how might spatial 229 
resolution and planning extent affect feature data accuracy and representativeness?); (ii) 230 
Uncertainty in feature data distribution (e.g. how accurate is a species’ map or point occurrence 231 
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location?), (iii) Uncertainty due to bias (e.g. in expert experience, or in the choice of sampling 232 
unrepresentative locations or study taxa), (iv) Model uncertainty (e.g. which of several 233 
alternative models is the ‘true’ representation of a species’ distribution?); and (v) Ability to 234 
represent ecological, evolutionary and threatening processes (e.g. how might connectivity and 235 
the ability of species to disperse across fragmented landscapes be incorporated into planning?). 236 
We also investigated whether each article discussed what might have been achieved if the 237 
authors had better data/time/resources, or what they needed to improve analyses or outcomes. 238 
Additional information was collected on the type of conservation planning, study area and 239 
target species/ecosystems, the prioritisation objective and the prioritisation method. 240 
 241 
3. How prevalent are SDMs in the conservation prioritisation literature? 242 
Text analysis suggested that only 10% of conservation planning research between 2006 and 243 
2012 referred to SDMs (60 versus 581 prioritisations). Reviewing a sample of these articles in 244 
more detail revealed a slightly higher ratio of SDM- to non-SDM prioritisations (23% of 68 245 
articles used SDMs). This discrepancy is due to the fact that not all peer-reviewed studies 246 
specify the modelling approach in the abstract, title, or keywords. Topic modelling of all 641 247 
conservation prioritisation articles supported a primary emphasis on methodological aspects of 248 
predicting feature distributions in SDM prioritisations – the topics of 30% of these articles 249 
were predictive accuracy, data uncertainty, model complexity, and comparing modelling 250 
methods (Figure 1a). In comparison, topic models of non-SDM prioritisations indicated that 251 
managing and accounting for threats to biodiversity features (including identifying hotspots 252 
where multiple threats or threatened species overlap) was the predominant focus (28% of all 253 
non-SDM articles were classified into these topics compared with 5% of SDM-prioritisations; 254 
Figure 1b). Although non-SDM prioritisations had higher total numbers of citations and 255 
citation rates compared with SDM prioritisations, these differences were not significant (t-test; 256 
average citations: t = 0.51, df = 88, P = 0.30; total citations: t = 0.88, df = 88, P = 0.19), due to 257 
the high variance in citations for non-SDM articles (ranging from 0 to 616 citations compared 258 
with a range of 1 to 185 for SDM prioritisations; Figure S1 in Supporting Information). 259 
Instead of using SDMs, over 35% of non-SDM prioritisations used an alternative form of 260 
statistical modelling to either predict the distributions of species across space, or to predict 261 
non-spatial or non-species aspects of biodiversity. In the first instance, 15% of non-SDM 262 
prioritisations applied habitat suitability indices (HSIs; Figure 2), in which the attributes of 263 
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multiple spatial layers representing different aspects of habitat quality are incorporated into a 264 
function that produces higher index values in areas where all required attributes for a species 265 
are met (e.g., best land cover type, elevation, slope, soils) (Bhagabati et al. 2012; Smith and 266 
Leader-Williams 2006; Stralberg et al. 2011; Underwood et al. 2011). In the second instance, 267 
22% of non-SDM prioritisations (and only one SDM-prioritisation) developed predictive 268 
models that were not intended to project the likely distribution of individual species across 269 
space (Figure 2). These alternative models focused on fundamental processes (Figure 1), and 270 
included extinction risk models such as population viability analysis (Keel 2005; Loyola et al. 271 
2008), least-cost path models representing the ability of species to disperse across a fragmented 272 
landscape (Keel 2005), and models of productivity (Morgan et al. 2005), biomass (Adams et al. 273 
2011) or ecosystem services such as carbon storage and water purification (Bhagabati et al. 274 
2012).  275 
In addition to biodiversity feature data, our detailed review revealed that more than 60% of 276 
non-SDM prioritisations incorporated threat-specific input data compared with only 25% of 277 
SDM prioritisations (Figure 2). Most often this was achieved with maps that described the 278 
likelihood or intensity of specific current and future threatening processes (Tulloch et al. 2015), 279 
such as agriculture (Lombard et al. 2010; Smith and Leader-Williams 2006), fishing (Adams et 280 
al. 2011; Balanced Seas 2011), planned infrastructure and urban development (Francis and 281 
Hamm 2011; Gordon et al. 2009; Thorne et al. 2009), fire (Leroux et al. 2007), or oil spills 282 
(The Nature Conservancy 2010). Alternatively, articles mapped historical land and sea change 283 
through spatial models of habitat quality or condition (assessing level of current threats e.g. 284 
using InVEST; Bhagabati et al. 2012) or maps of landscape transformation such as human 285 
footprint mapping (Adams et al. 2011; Beier et al. 2009; CEPF (Critical Ecosystem Partnership 286 
Fund) 2003; Pourebrahim et al. 2011; Terribile et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2010). Threat-based 287 
models were either used to identify areas of high biodiversity and low threat where 288 
development could be avoided (e.g. through protected area designation) (Gordon et al. 2009; 289 
Underwood et al. 2011), or to identify places high in diversity but also high in stress, as 290 
important for conservation action (e.g. through cumulative threat mapping and hotspot 291 
analysis) (Francis and Hamm 2011; Roura-Pascual et al. 2010; Underwood et al. 2011). 292 
Finally, non-spatial representations of threat impacts were also applied in 5% of non-SDM 293 
prioritisations, most often species extinction risk or vulnerability assessments for particular 294 
threatening processes (Kramer and Kramer 2002; Loyola et al. 2008).  295 
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Across all prioritisations, the most commonly-used form of non-SDM data for informing 296 
biodiversity feature distributions was expert knowledge (61% of all studies combined; Figure 297 
2). Experts can be a useful substitute for SDMs when species data are scarce (Murray et al. 298 
2009). Conservation planners are likely to be constrained by data availability in poorly-299 
surveyed regions, and experts fill knowledge gaps in various ways (Table 1). Firstly, they help 300 
with defining species distributions by: (i) drawing coarse species range maps (Kramer and 301 
Kramer 2002; Von Hase et al. 2003); (ii) refining existing distribution maps or extrapolating 302 
small point location datasets using specialist information (Gordon et al. 2009; Pawar et al. 303 
2007; Tognelli et al. 2008); and (iii) providing guidance on the selection of ecologically 304 
relevant landscape characteristics or model predictors to develop HSIs and SDMs (Beier et al. 305 
2009). Experts were also useful for informing conservation feature data in non-SDM 306 
prioritisations, particularly by: (i) providing specialist knowledge on parameters for state-and-307 
transition or population viability models (Forbis et al. 2006); and (ii) providing details on 308 
threats to, and extinction risks of, species (e.g., IUCN 2008). In both SDM- and non-SDM 309 
prioritisations, experts were also used to select appropriate features (e.g. surrogate taxa) for 310 
prioritisation (Peralvo et al. 2007), to provide additional maps of important environmental 311 
features (e.g. habitat trees) for which continuous datasets across the study landscape were not 312 
available (Beaudry et al. 2011; Lombard et al. 2010), or to contribute actively to the final 313 
prioritisation, either through weighting of decision criteria in multi-criteria decision analysis 314 
(Pourebrahim et al. 2011; Roura-Pascual et al. 2010), or in some cases, choosing where to 315 
place conservation versus alternative conflicting land uses in a consensus process (Recatalá 316 
Boix and Zinck 2008). 317 
 318 
4. Why are alternative approaches used in place of SDMs to inform conservation? 319 
By combining topic modelling with detailed reviews of randomly sampled conservation 320 
planning articles, our review revealed several important distinctions between SDM- and non-321 
SDM prioritisations (Figures 1 to 4). These were: (i) differences in the quantity of species 322 
occurrence data; (ii) different spatial scales of planning for SDM- compared with non-SDM-323 
prioritisations; (iii) a tendency to focus on data uncertainty and its challenges in SDM-based 324 
analyses; and (iv) a fundamental difference in the goals of the majority of SDM-prioritisations 325 
compared with non-SDM prioritisations. These distinctions lead to differences in the kinds of 326 
feature data selected for informing conservation planning. Here we expand on what these 327 
differences mean for decisions about input data for conservation planning. 328 
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4.1 Data quantity and quality 329 
Our review revealed considerable variation in the quantity and quality of data used to inform 330 
conservation priorities. Prioritisations that relied on SDMs generally targeted fewer 331 
biodiversity features (mean of 345 ± 169 S.E. versus 1214 ± 865 for SDM and non-SDM 332 
prioritisations, respectively) and had more spatially-explicit occurrence records per species 333 
compared to non-SDM prioritisations (mean of 1499 ± 1035 S.E. versus 128 ± 19 for SDM and 334 
non-SDM prioritisations, respectively). This difference was not significant due to variation 335 
across studies (single-factor ANOVA; F=1.59, d.f.=1,16, P = 0.22), but nevertheless suggests 336 
that available data drives decisions to include SDMs in prioritisations (Table 2). However, 337 
several SDM-prioritisations also had small sample sizes due to a paucity of unique locality 338 
data. In one study, more than 90% of the 4,083 species in the plant database had less than four 339 
unique localities, and only 1.9% of the species (78 species) had 10 or more unique localities 340 
(Peralvo et al. 2007). Despite literature highlighting the dangers of over-fitting SDMs, only 341 
half of the SDM-prioritisations satisfied the recommended ratio of 1 predictor per 10 342 
observations (Harrell 2001), with an average ratio of predictors to observations of 1:4. In such 343 
cases, specific implementations of SDMs, such as ensembles of small models, whereby 344 
multiple models are fitted using a range of SDM algorithms (ESM; Breiner et al. 2015; Lomba 345 
et al. 2010), could be used to develop a consensus prediction (e.g. by averaging; Araujo and 346 
New 2007; Marini et al. 2009). Alternatively, modellers could filter predictors to include only 347 
biologically meaningful variables (e.g. historical land management in addition to specialised 348 
habitat use predictors), thereby providing information compatible to the current species 349 
distribution (which sometimes differs completely from the historical distribution). This was 350 
done, for example, by researchers developing the National Carnivore Conservation Plans in 351 
Brazil (Table 3).  352 
Trade-offs between data accessibility, representativeness, and cost were apparent in both SDM- 353 
and non-SDM prioritisations. Three of the most expensive data types to collect – genetics, fine-354 
scale territory mapping, and new field surveys – were rarely used (Figure 2), despite awareness 355 
of their usefulness in providing important information about environmental and demographic 356 
drivers of species distributions (Scoble and Lowe 2010). Furthermore, despite all prioritisations 357 
mentioning the need to protect or manage species, more than 40% of non-SDM prioritisations 358 
did not use species-specific occurrence or abundance data or predictive models based on these 359 
data. In many cases authors stated that species-specific data were insufficient, unavailable, or 360 
too difficult to collect (Figure 4), although  only 12-18% of SDM- and non-SDM-361 
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prioritisations specifically mentioned the costs of feature data (Critical Ecosystem Partnership 362 
Fund (CEPF) 2003, 2005; Williams 2006). Instead, 92% of non-SDM prioritisations used 363 
alternatives to georeferenced points such as range maps, coarse-scale habitat classifications, or 364 
threat maps (Table 2, Figure 2). Proxies for georeferenced species distribution data are 365 
relatively low-cost and readily available, but may result in commission or omission errors, due 366 
to a lack of knowledge of the true relationship between target species and the proxies used 367 
(Table 1) (Tulloch et al. 2015). Such proxies are best used in combination with expert 368 
knowledge or fine-scale ecological data on habitat or resource requirements that might be used 369 
to avoid prioritising places unlikely to support the species (Tognelli et al. 2008).  370 
 371 
4.2 Scale of planning 372 
The spatial scale (both resolution and extent) at which planning and data collection are 373 
conducted, and at which feature data (including SDMs) are developed, influences our ability to 374 
make fine-scale decisions through feature data accuracy (Guisan et al. 2007; Thuiller et al. 375 
2004), and influences our ability to make broad-scale decisions through feature data 376 
generalisability. The planning extents of both SDM- and non-SDM-prioritisations varied from 377 
very small (10 square kilometres: Avon Catchment Council 2007) to global (Terribile et al. 378 
2009). The average planning area for non-SDM prioritisations (mean = 15,078,456 km2 ± 379 
12,362,240 S.E.) was 62 times larger than for SDM prioritisations (mean = 239,364km2 ± 380 
133,186 S.E). In many studies it appears that consistent distribution data for target species were 381 
not available at these large scales (Figure 4).  382 
Regardless of whether SDMs were used, spatial scale was the most-discussed issue of all of the 383 
five conservation planning feature data considerations that we explored in our detailed review 384 
(88% and 77% of SDM- and non-SDM-prioritisations, respectively; Figure 3). Despite a high 385 
level of awareness across all studies, almost double the number of SDM-prioritisations 386 
explicitly accounted for scale issues compared with non-SDM prioritisations (44% versus 24%, 387 
respectively; Figure 3). Trade-offs in the level of feature data detail and resolution allowable 388 
given computational limitations, mean that planners have two choices when choosing the scale 389 
at which to develop feature data layers and conduct planning: (i) plan across a broad extent to 390 
allow the entire distribution of all target features (sometimes at a national scale) to be 391 
prioritised (Leroux et al. 2007; Possingham et al. 2005), with possible loss of resolution and 392 
feature accuracy at fine scales; or (ii) increase resolution to a finer scale, trading off the ability 393 
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to plan across a broad extent. Both approaches can be used with SDMs, or with non-SDM-394 
based approaches that apply other forms of grid-based data such as remotely-sensed habitat or 395 
point occurrences. For example, the most popular approach for dealing with scale in SDM-396 
prioritisations was a simple method of rescaling the resolution of grid-based data from 397 
predictor variables to reflect the scale of occurrence data or other spatial data (e.g. climate 398 
grids) employed in the prioritisation (Game et al. 2008; Guisan et al. 2007; Leroux et al. 2007; 399 
Possingham et al. 2005). However, inappropriate choice of scale can significantly alter the set 400 
of areas that are identified for conservation or development (Hermoso and Kennard 2012), and 401 
small-extent or resolution models may not be applicable to other regions (McAlpine et al. 402 
2008). An alternative approach for rescaling grid-based data (including SDMs) is to rescale 403 
feature data cell size to match the resolution of planning units (Araujo et al. 2005; Bombi and 404 
D’Amen 2012). This is also problematic due to the difficulty of deciding how to aggregate 405 
multiple probability values, in addition to trying to quantify and use a measure of variation 406 
within the new resolution to avoid loss of information (Tulloch et al. 2013b). The most 407 
effective method for dealing with the question of what scale is most appropriate for planning is 408 
to construct a hierarchical model that explicitly links ecological and decision scales (Dudaniec 409 
et al. 2013; McMahon and Diez 2007). For example, a hierarchical model could represent a 410 
species’ fine-resolution use of tree hollows plus its regional-scale use of vegetation corridors, 411 
allowing regional planning decisions to account for the scale of the species’ needs as well as 412 
those of the planners (Beaudry et al. 2011). Because different levels (or resolutions) of data are 413 
required to compare the utility of analyses at different scales, this method is also the most 414 
complex and data intensive.  415 
The higher proportion of SDM prioritisations explicitly addressing scale choices suggests that 416 
SDMs may be better-suited to explicitly deal with the challenges of planning at the appropriate 417 
scale. This may be because there are fewer options available to conservation planners to deal 418 
with issues of scale if they have not utilised grid-based data such as SDMs and remote-sensing. 419 
One option might be to accept that different biodiversity data represent different scales of 420 
habitat use, and to compare the results of prioritisation scenarios using alternative biodiversity 421 
data inputs such as simple regional-scale range and habitat maps versus local-scale habitat 422 
resources, to identify conservation locations that are robust to scale. Alternatively, planners 423 
could set up scenarios in which the total extent of prioritisation is varied (e.g. National 424 
Carnivore Conservation Plans in Brazil; Table 3), thus explicitly accounting for the impact of 425 
selecting different spatial scales on the results of prioritisations (Pascual-Hortal and Saura 426 
2007).  427 
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 428 
4.3 Uncertainty 429 
Conservation planners face multiple forms of uncertainty, predominantly (i) data uncertainty 430 
(typically related to data collection methods and resulting accuracy); (ii) uncertainty in the 431 
choice of model chosen to extrapolate data; and (iii) uncertainty in future conditions of the 432 
planning landscape (making it difficult to decide if current distributions and decisions will 433 
apply in the future). Topic modelling revealed differences in which of these uncertainties was a 434 
focus in SDM- versus non-SDM conservation planning articles. Similar proportions (~6%) of 435 
SDM- and non-SDM prioritisations focused on uncertainty in the future, specifically related to 436 
the threat of climate change (Figure 1). Another 10% of SDM prioritisations focused on issues 437 
of biodiversity feature data accuracy and model uncertainty (predominantly related to 438 
commission and omission errors), whilst instead, non-SDM prioritisations focused more on 439 
uncertainty in management costs and alternative future threats such as urban development 440 
(14% of studies; Figure 1). 441 
Our detailed review showed that SDM prioritisations explicitly characterise and account for 442 
feature data uncertainty between 31 and 56% of the time (depending on whether this 443 
uncertainty relates to bias, data, or models), almost triple that of non-SDM prioritisations 444 
(Figure 3b). Higher proportions of SDM prioritisations dealing with uncertainty and bias 445 
compared with non-SDM prioritisations suggests that SDM prioritisations have a greater 446 
capacity and/or a higher need to deal with uncertainty than those relying on alternative data 447 
sources. Failure to correct for data uncertainties in SDMs can, for example, produce SDMs that 448 
reflect sampling effort rather than true species distributions when geographic bias is correlated 449 
with bias in environmental space (Reddy and Dávalos 2003). This can result in prioritisations 450 
incorrectly assigning high conservation value to areas that have been more intensively sampled 451 
(typically developed areas such as cities and roads). Similarly, temporal bias in distribution 452 
data can lead to prioritisation of areas that are no longer suitable for a species (e.g., when 453 
historic occurrence records fall within areas that have since been developed).  454 
To deal with data uncertainties, both non-SDM- and SDM prioritisations relied only on recent 455 
and accurate field data provided by specialists  (e.g., GPS location, signs, direct observations), 456 
or excluded species with incomplete distributional data or collection bias, modelling only focal 457 
species deemed to have ‘complete’ data (Stralberg et al. 2009; Williams 2006). Using rigorous 458 
criteria to filter existing databases may reduce historical collection bias (e.g. National 459 
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Carnivore Conservation Plans in Brazil; Table 3), and almost all SDM-prioritisations 460 
mentioned some kind of data filtering process (compared with <50% of non-SDM 461 
prioritisations). However, data filtering on its own is insufficient for dealing with the multiple 462 
uncertainties of conservation planning. Prioritisations may still be prone to spatial bias due to 463 
accessibility issues, or species bias due to surveyor preferences (Table 1). Furthermore, 464 
choosing surrogate or focal species by data availability instead of by an objective evaluation of 465 
the species’ contribution towards conservation objectives can result in inefficient plans if 466 
excluded species provide higher benefits through complementary information (Tulloch et al. 467 
2013a). 468 
A number of approaches for dealing with uncertainty were specific to SDM-prioritisations. To 469 
deal with data uncertainty, SDM-prioritisations can compare errors in species distributions 470 
introduced by using alternative inputs such as presence-only instead of presence-absence data 471 
(Table 1) (Brotons et al. 2004; Hastie and Fithian 2013; Lobo et al. 2010; Phillips and Elith 472 
2013), or explicitly model source(s) of error and bias during SDM development (e.g., by 473 
accounting for detectability or spatial sampling bias(McClintock et al. 2010; Phillips et al. 474 
2009; Wintle et al. 2005). To deal with model uncertainty, one third of SDM prioritisations 475 
used sensitivity analysis to systematically vary model parameters or model structure to quantify 476 
their relative influence on model outcomes (Roura-Pascual et al. 2010). This allows one to 477 
identify the uncertainties that have the most influence on model outputs, identify redundant 478 
predictor variables, and evaluate which factors influence the selection of particular sites for 479 
reservation (Cariboni et al. 2007; Saltelli et al. 2006). Information-theoretic approaches were 480 
also used to deal with model uncertainty, in which a range of alternative models are fitted with 481 
one algorithm (e.g. GLM) and the best-supported models are combined (e.g. weighted 482 
average), allowing uncertainty related to different candidate models to be evaluated and 483 
accounted for when making predictions.  484 
The best way to deal with uncertainty is to accept it and incorporate it explicitly into 485 
prioritisation approaches, through the use of information-gap decision theory (Moilanen et al. 486 
2006b) or decision-support tools that allow probabilistic data to be included in site or action 487 
selection (e.g. Marxan with Probability, Zonation; Game et al. 2008). For instance, the 488 
California Landscape Conservation Cooperative used probabilistic model outputs in decision-489 
support tools to allow uncertainty in species’ distributions to be explicitly incorporated into 490 
decision-making (Table 3). These tools allow planners to account for potential errors in feature 491 
data distributions (e.g. probability of misclassification for remote sensing imagery or of species 492 
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not occurring in a predicted location for SDMs) when selecting priority locations, and result in 493 
more areas being selected for reservation and increased total cost of action, but with reduced 494 
risk (Tulloch et al. 2013b). Such tools were rarely applied, but were more common in SDM- 495 
(Beaudry et al. 2011) compared with non-SDM prioritisations. Most SDM-prioritisations 496 
instead modified SDM outputs using a threshold, converting probabilistic data into values of 0 497 
(unsuitable) and 1 (suitable), so that data could be used in non-probabilistic prioritisation 498 
approaches (e.g. Marxan). Although this binarisation is perceived to deal with uncertainty, 499 
threshold-setting can introduce misclassifications, and leads to loss of information (Table 1) 500 
(Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015).  501 
 502 
4.4 Conservation goals: Representation versus Processes 503 
Topic modelling revealed that, compared with non-SDM prioritisations, SDM-prioritisations 504 
often focused on reserve selection and current protected area representation of biodiversity 505 
features, with the words “reserve” and “protect” appearing in 41% of SDM-prioritisations (7 506 
themes) compared with 28% of non-SDM prioritisations (4 themes). In contrast, non-SDM 507 
prioritisations were more focused on threats and evolutionary and ecological processes, such as 508 
connectivity and dispersal (25% versus 7% of non-SDM and SDM-prioritisations, 509 
respectively). 510 
Only 53% of SDM-prioritisations compared with 74% of non-SDM prioritisations in our 511 
detailed review (Figure 3c) acknowledged that dealing with ecological and evolutionary 512 
processes, such as demography, physiology, or dispersal, is important for making good 513 
conservation decisions. Priority areas for conservation investment are more likely to have long-514 
term biodiversity benefits when processes responsible for maintaining and generating 515 
biodiversity are considered in their identification (Klein et al. 2009).  516 
The most popular way to consider ecological processes in SDM-prioritisations was to 517 
incorporate a layer that directly mapped the occurrence of one or more processes involved in 518 
maintaining natural system functions (generally a map of connectivity, dispersal potential or 519 
barriers), which adjust the conservation value of a location in the prioritisation (Gordon et al. 520 
2009; Marini et al. 2009; Pascual-Hortal and Saura 2007; Roura-Pascual et al. 2010). There 521 
was a wider range of alternative but generally less complex approaches to incorporating 522 
ecological and evolutionary processes in non-SDM prioritisations. Firstly, many studies used a 523 
surrogate or indicator species to represent a process. Several conservation plans did this; for 524 
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example, in The Maputaland Conservation Planning System and Conservation Assessment 525 
(Smith and Leader-Williams 2006), a map of elephant distribution was used to represent 526 
herbivory processes, and in the Alaskan Marine Arctic Conservation Action Plan (The Nature 527 
Conservancy 2010), maps of benthic communities were used as process indicators of overall 528 
changes in the ecosystem. Non-SDM prioritisations also included a wide variety of layers 529 
representing ecological or evolutionary processes (Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund 530 
(CEPF) 2005; Williams 2006). In addition to general landscape connectivity surfaces built used 531 
least-cost distance models (Keel 2005), other process maps were used to target particular taxon 532 
needs – for example, to ensure ‘viability’ of migratory species or species with large geographic 533 
ranges (Morgan et al. 2005; Williams 2006), to maintain seed dispersal (Smith and Leader-534 
Williams 2006), or to connect feeding/breeding grounds (Birdlife International 2005).  535 
There was a clear dichotomy in the choice of non-SDM prioritisations to focus on including 536 
feature input data that accounted for threatening processes versus SDM-prioritisations that 537 
focused more on accounting for variability in biodiversity distributions (Figure 1). After 538 
experts, data on the impacts (e.g., species’ extinction risk) and distributions of threats 539 
(including intensity, frequency, and/or seasonality) were the most-commonly applied data 540 
source in non-SDM prioritisations (Figure 2), most likely due to their ability to directly inform 541 
decision-makers about where specific actions might be taken. Prioritisations that incorporated 542 
threat mapping (e.g., human footprint, urbanisation, roads) and avoided SDMs appeared to 543 
accept the trade-off of having higher uncertainty in whether the species of concern were 544 
present in areas prioritised for action (accepting false positives), so that they could be more 545 
certain that actions were located in the areas where threats were acting or were likely to be 546 
present in the future. Assuming areas under threat, or where ecological processes occur, have 547 
high conservation value allows feature data such as threat maps or maps of rivers or fire 548 
regimes to act as surrogates for biodiversity information when data are scarce; however, this 549 
approach has the disadvantage of only informing on the process, rather than on biodiversity 550 
outcomes from managing the process (Tulloch et al. 2015). Both SDM- and non-SDM 551 
prioritisations acknowledged this trade-off between collecting species and threat data and the 552 
need for better information linking outcomes to actions (Figure 4), e.g. “it would be better to 553 
incorporate data on how each threat specifically affects each species of concern. To accomplish 554 
such an analysis would require a tremendous effort that would likely be time and cost 555 
prohibitive" (Underwood et al. 2011). 556 
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Despite recent methodological and conceptual advances to modify SDMs to explicitly 557 
incorporate processes, such as spatially-explicit metapopulation models (Akcakaya and Regan 558 
2002; Keith et al. 2008; Naujokaitis-Lewis et al. 2013) that link individual models of habitat 559 
suitability, habitat dynamics, and population dynamics, and ecophysiological SDMs (Kearney 560 
and Porter 2009) that incorporate physiological parameters to better understand processes 561 
limiting species’ distributions (also see Table 3), none of the SDM prioritisations we reviewed 562 
considered these complex approaches.  These models require more detailed input data, but are 563 
able to predict population processes such as extinction and colonisation, instead of probabilities 564 
of occurrence.  They can also improve conservation outcomes through taking a dynamic rather 565 
than a static approach (Santika et al. 2015). The decision to include more process-based and 566 
dynamic approaches into prioritisations depends on objectives as well as the system. This 567 
includes considerations such as the availability of demographic data for the modelled species 568 
(which is generally only available for a few well-studied species), prevalence or importance of 569 
migratory or nomadic species, and whether the environment is relatively stable (e.g. boom-bust 570 
arid-zone systems; Greenville et al. 2014). Although there is clearly a desire to deal explicitly 571 
with modelling ecological, evolutionary, and threatening processes (Figure 3), the larger 572 
proportion of non-SDM prioritisations in our review that did so suggests that the complexity of 573 
most approaches was beyond the capacity of many SDM prioritisations. For instance, the 574 
Alaskan Marine Arctic Conservation Plan (The Nature Conservancy 2010) stated that 575 
population modelling (involving collection of life history data, capture-mark-recapture 576 
modelling, and satellite tracking of species) was more important than distribution modelling for 577 
their prioritisation process, likely due to the widespread nature of marine migratory target 578 
species and their threats (e.g. over-harvesting). Traditional, correlative SDMs are largely 579 
phenomenological and only implicitly incorporate threats and ecological and evolutionary 580 
processes. By not explicitly incorporating threats and processes, the predictive performance 581 
and ecological realism of these models are limited, bringing into question their ability to 582 
capture alternative goals such as ensuring population viability. 583 
 584 
5. Ways forward 585 
SDMs developed using ecologically relevant predictor variables (Austin 2007) can help 586 
elucidate the factors that determine species distributions. Such information is invaluable for 587 
estimating effects of alternative conservation actions or how robust current protected areas are 588 
to potential environmental changes (Araújo et al. 2011; Kujala et al. 2013). However, there are 589 
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many ways to prioritise threat mitigation for biodiversity. Choosing the most appropriate type 590 
of conservation input data and outputs (Table 1) should therefore start by evaluating the 591 
decision context, and the trade-offs and risks of using alternative data inputs or models for 592 
informing conservation decisions (Addison et al. 2013; Guisan et al. 2013; Tulloch et al. 2015). 593 
This will ensure that feature data choices are appropriate for the intended applications and 594 
objectives (Coutts and Yokomizo 2014; Elith et al. 2010; Field et al. 2005; Roura-Pascual et al. 595 
2010).  596 
Our review suggests that there are many situations in which SDMs will not be appropriate to 597 
address conservation objectives. Firstly, if the objective is to conserve all the locations of a rare 598 
species for which the spatial distribution of all populations is largely known, then a SDM for 599 
that species would not be necessary (e.g., spiders in Durokoppin Nature Reserve: Avon 600 
Catchment Council 2007) (Table 2). Secondly, if the objective is to conserve and protect 601 
ecological and evolutionary processes, or to mitigate multiple threats, which appears to be of 602 
concern to the majority of planners (Figure 2), ecosystem-level maps and models of 603 
connectivity, productivity, threats, and the likely responses to their mitigation actions, may be 604 
more cost-effective than species-level SDMs (although in theory, SDMs could also be used to 605 
map these processes). Thirdly, if the objective is to conserve population processes, population-606 
level models are required that may or may not involve spatially explicit information (e.g., the 607 
Alaskan Marine Arctic Conservation Action Plan; The Nature Conservancy 2010) (Table 2). 608 
Coupling SDMs with population models might be useful in this situation, however, as this 609 
approach allows one to model effects of environmental change, catastrophes, and harvesting on 610 
abundance through time (i.e. extinction risk).  611 
In our review, both scientists and practitioners consistently iterated the need to improve 612 
knowledge of species distributions, as well as the link between ecological and threatening 613 
processes and conservation outcomes (e.g. Austin and Van Niel 2011) (Figure 4). Determining 614 
the processes and ecological mechanisms that underlie biodiversity patterns can, however, be 615 
costly. The time, expertise, and computational resources required to produce individual SDMs 616 
linked to population and threatening processes, especially for plans at broad spatial scales that 617 
might have thousands of species within the planning region (Table 2), is likely to be outside the 618 
limitations of many budgets. In the case of species with few occurrence data, one option for 619 
reducing the costs and time required to build SDMs for every target species in a landscape is to 620 
build ‘habitat models’ that predict the distribution of species based only on the location of 621 
suitable habitat (e.g., Beaudry et al. 2011). For example, building an SDM predicting the 622 
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distribution of a critical limiting food or nesting resource might allow planners to infer the 623 
presence or absence of a range of fauna reliant on that habitat (Delean et al. 2013). Statistical 624 
models of habitat distribution have been shown to perform as well or better than models based 625 
on sparse species occurrences (Early et al. 2008).  626 
Most distribution data are uncertain, leading to potential for inefficient conservation outcomes. 627 
We, therefore, recommend better use of existing approaches to account for uncertainty in 628 
conservation planning (Table S4), particularly by prioritisations not relying on SDMs. This 629 
might include evaluating the accuracy of habitat or threat maps prior to use (Beier et al. 2009; 630 
Smith et al. 2007), and using probabilistic data outputs in prioritisation approaches that 631 
explicitly account for uncertainty (e.g., Moilanen et al. 2006b; Tulloch et al. 2013b). A priori 632 
analysis of the expected improvement in the decisions made (either in cost-effectiveness, or 633 
accuracy due to reduced uncertainty) might also assist planners in understanding the benefits of 634 
incorporating additional data sources in conservation planning and threat management 635 
(Maxwell et al. 2015; Moilanen et al. 2006a; Runting et al. 2013). With such analyses, 636 
practitioners will then be in a better position to determine whether conservation outcomes 637 
could be more improved by e.g., (i) collecting demographic data and building population 638 
dynamic SDMs, (ii) incorporating maps of functional connectivity or future catastrophic 639 
change, or (iii) incorporating information on the likely effectiveness of threat mitigation 640 
actions. By applying this type of ‘value-of-information’ analysis, planners might evaluate how 641 
alternative information sources reduce uncertainty in conservation planning outcomes and 642 
refine prioritisations of where and when to act. 643 
If data linking threats, species occurrences, or population trends to management actions are not 644 
available or are not cost-effective to incorporate in decision-making, and experts must be relied 645 
upon, there are alternatives to the practice of using experts to draw individual species 646 
distributions or derive habitat quality maps (Table 1). Experts can be beneficially used in two 647 
ways, depending on whether goals are focused more on incorporating non-biodiversity values 648 
or threat information. In the first instance, experts can select the most appropriate management 649 
locations through a participatory decision-making process that uses available data to map 650 
landscape-level attributes, socio-economic values, and history. In the second instance, a 651 
priority threat management process could be applied, which informs where and how actions 652 
will be most efficient by eliciting probabilistic information on the impacts of threats and their 653 
mitigation feasibility directly from experts (Carwardine et al. 2012). Whilst still applying the 654 
systematic conservation planning principles of comprehensiveness and representativeness, this 655 
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new way of thinking allows threats to be managed at large scales without the requirement of 656 
spatially-explicit species distribution data (Chadès et al. 2015). 657 
 658 
6. Conclusions 659 
Our review indicates that conservation planners routinely select simple maps of processes and 660 
habitats to represent conservation features over more complex SDMs that might better account 661 
for uncertainty in biodiversity feature data but take more time to produce. Considering the 662 
value of alternative conservation feature data types for informing the planning goal, will help 663 
conservation planners choose the most appropriate data, given constraints such as planners’ 664 
willingness to accept risk, the planning scale, time and funding (Runting et al. 2013; Tulloch et 665 
al. 2014). Although this kind of “value-of information” analysis is not routinely done, we 666 
believe it will lead to more robust conservation decisions through better use of available 667 
biological information. If planners are concerned about the choice of planning scale, or about 668 
feature data uncertainty, our review shows that SDMs are well-suited to explore such issues, 669 
with a range of approaches available to rescale or restructure models and assess alternative 670 
choices. If planners are concerned about accounting for ecological, evolutionary, and/or 671 
threatening processes, our review indicates that they frequently ignore issues of data and model 672 
uncertainty and accept inaccurate or biased proxies such as habitat maps and expert knowledge, 673 
so that time and money can be spent gathering often costly data that will inform on processes 674 
(e.g. dispersal rates or population genetics). Despite the benefits of incorporating even very 675 
simple probabilistic data to explicitly account for distribution, model, or landscape uncertainty 676 
in prioritisations, such approaches are still largely unexplored by many conservation planners. 677 
We recommend that in all cases, incorporating probabilistic outputs of SDMs or other inputs 678 
(e.g. remote sensing) directly into prioritisations will ensure that planners do not miss valuable 679 
conservation opportunities. We also suggest that increasing the complexity of SDM methods 680 
might have little impact on their use in conservation planning without a corresponding increase  681 
in research aiming at better incorporation of key ecological, evolutionary, and threatening 682 
processes.  683 
 684 
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Table 1. Data types used to map distributions of biodiversity features in conservation planning, and the potential issues associated with outputs. 1111 
Assumptions and potential errors of each data type are classified according to frequency of occurrence, assigned to categories (due to vagueness in 1112 
literature) of black = almost always, grey = sometimes, white = rarely or never. See Table S3 in Supporting Information for examples from detailed 1113 
review. 1114 
Data typea Output used Key assumptions  Potential errors when used in conservation planning  Examples 
from detailed 
review 
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Dots on map (counts, point 
presences and/or absences) 
Raw              SDM: 11 
Non-SDM: 16 
Species range maps (expert-
drawn or other, e.g. IUCN Red 
List maps) 
Presence/ absence map; 
Species richness 
             SDM: 2 
Non-SDM: 10 
SDM: presence-only (e.g. 
MaxEnt, GARP) 
Relative 
P(occurrence)or 
threshold conversion to 
presence/ absence 
        c d    SDM: 7 
Non-SDM: 0 
SDM: presence-absence (single 
survey per site; e.g. GLM, 
GAM, BRT, Random Forests) 
P(occurrence) or 
threshold conversion to 
presence/ absence 
        c d    SDM: 4 
Non-SDM:  0 
SDM: presence-absence (repeat 
surveys per site; e.g. occupancy 
models) 
P(occurrence), 
threshold conversion to 
presence/ absence 
        c d    SDM: 0 
Non-SDM: 0 
34 
SDM: abundance data Prediction of 
abundance 
        c d    SDM: 2 
Non-SDM: 0 
HSI: Expert-derived habitat 
suitability index 
Relative suitability 
ranking/ score, or 
binary distribution 
             SDM: 0 
Non-SDM: 8 
Process map (surrogate): models 
of environmental or 
evolutionary drivers of species’ 
distributions  (e.g. potential nest 
sites, productivity, biomass, 
surface hydrography, climate) 
Quantification of 
resource availability 
and physiological 
conditions   
             SDM: 4 
Non-SDM: 19 
Pressure map (surrogate): 
models or remote-sensing maps 
indicating human pressure (e.g. 
land cover) 
Quantification of 
ecosystem condition 
(e.g. degradation/ 
conversion ) 
             SDM: 3 
Non-SDM: 20 
Simple habitat maps (e.g. 
satellite-derived vegetation, 
bathymetry) 
Threshold conversion 
to presence/ absence 
        c d    SDM: 8 
Non-SDM: 29 
Lists (expert or historical) or 
other expert species-specific 
knowledge 
Expert opinion on 
priority locations (e.g. 
Important Bird Areas) 
or priority species (e.g. 
vulnerability scores) 
             SDM: 4 
Non-SDM: 19 
a Many publications either did not specify the type of input data, or were vague. Further interrogation of supporting information was carried out where possible. 1115 
b Detectability refers to the probability that a species will be detected at a site, given that it is present. 1116 
c Threshold set too high. 1117 
d Threshold set too low. 1118 
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Table 2. Reasons for not using SDMs in conservation planning revealed in our review, with 1119 
examples of peer-reviewed and grey literature (citations in italics refer to publications external 1120 
to our strategic review results). 1121 
Reason Alternative approaches used 
in reviewed articles 
Examples from 
peer-reviewed 
literature  
Example from grey 
literature 
Too expensive 
SDMs are relatively expensive to 
produce compared with ‘cheaper’ 
proxies or surrogates, as a range of 
other data types are required for 
their application (species feature 
data, covariate data such as habitat 
maps), each of which involve trade-
offs in accuracy and costs of data 
collection.  
Experts, ecosystem-based 
maps 
(Lombard et al. 
2010) 
(Clark and Lombard 
2007) 
Time constraints 
Lack of data for covariates or for 
species – need to make immediate 
decisions with limited data. 
Vegetation maps, remote-
sensed data, experts 
(Francis and Hamm 
2011; Lombard et al. 
2010) 
(Clark and Lombard 
2007) 
Data biased: planning at a large scale 
Spatial limitations of data mean that 
SDMs are too uncertain (i.e. spatial 
bias) – afraid of over-extrapolating 
scarce data and assuming species 
are present when they are not, which 
can lead to wasted funding 
Point occurrence data matched 
with vegetation/ecosystem 
maps or remote-sensing; 
experts; habitat suitability 
indices. 
(Beier et al. 2009; 
Gordon et al. 2009; 
Greenwald and 
Bradley 2008; 
Stralberg et al. 2011; 
Underwood et al. 
2011) 
(Critical Ecosystem 
Partnership Fund 
(CEPF) 2005; 
Williams 2006) 
Data insufficient: planning at a large scale 
Spatial limitations of data mean that 
SDMs are not possible for all 
features – afraid of under-estimating 
species distributions and assuming 
species are absent when they are 
Vegetation/ ecosystem maps or 
remote-sensing; range maps; 
experts 
(Tognelli et al. 2008) 
See also: (Wilson et 
al. 2010) 
(Critical Ecosystem 
Partnership Fund 
(CEPF) 2000, 2003; 
Eastern African 
Marine Ecoregion 
36 
not, which can lead to unprotected 
species ranges.  
Programme 2004; 
NZ Government 
2000; Ong et al. 
2002; Smith and 
Leader-Williams 
2006) 
Planning at a small scale 
All existing localities of a species 
are known and restricted (when 
planning in a very small area or 
across islands) 
Point data (Rottenberg and 
Parker 2003) 
(Avon Catchment 
Council 2007) 
Environmental or species 
occurrence data not at fine enough 
resolution to match the planning 
scale. 
Point data, experts, habitat 
suitability indices 
(Beaudry et al. 2011; 
Beier et al. 2009; 
Lombard et al. 2010) 
(Gobierno de Chile 
2002) 
Complex systems: interacting species 
Require more complex models as 
complexity of species interactions 
and limitations of existing models 
make it difficult to determine how 
threats and environments influence 
species with static SDMs 
Mass-balance ecosystem 
models of energy/foraging; 
simulation-based optimisation 
procedures from artificial 
intelligence  
(Ciannelli et al. 
2004) 
See also: (Chadès et 
al. 2012) 
(The Nature 
Conservancy 2010) 
Characteristics of target species 
Variable (and often large) ranges of 
target species that are nomadic, 
migratory, resource-driven, and/or 
highly mobile. Other techniques 
used in place of SDMs. 
Satellite tracking and capture-
mark-recapture model (for 
species with large ranges e.g. 
migratory sea birds); spatially-
linked time-series approaches 
incorporating seasonal and 
interannual variability  (e.g. 
sea otter and pacific walrus 
distributions are reliant on 
variability in prey populations 
and sea ice availability) 
See also: (Iwamura 
et al. 2013)  
(Department of 
Sustainability 
Environment Water 
Population and 
Communities 2011) 
37 
SDMs too simplistic, need for population processes 
Population modelling (using 
demography data) more important 
than distribution modelling  
Integrated occurrence-
mortality model 
See also: (Falcucci et 
al. 2009; Franklin et 
al. 2014) 
(The Nature 
Conservancy 2010) 
 
Ecosystem rather than species approach 
For many communities (e.g., corals, 
sponges, vegetation), methods are 
needed to map the entire ecosystem 
rather than individual species. 
Alternative methods to SDMs 
available. 
Remote-sensing maps (Cameron et al. 2008; 
Chomitz et al. 2006; 
Game et al. 2008; 
Roura-Pascual et al. 
2010) 
(Keel 2005; Reimaan 
National Planning 
Team 2008; The 
Nature Conservancy 
2010) 
1122 
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Table 3. Two recent examples of on-ground conservation planning initiatives that used SDMs 1123 
to deal with different issues of conservation input data. 1124 
Planning 
Organisation 
California Landscape Conservation 
Cooperative (CALCC) 
Instituto Chico Mendes de Conservação da 
Biodiversidade (ICMBIO) 
Scientific 
Partners 
Arizona State University; Conservation 
Biology Institute; University of California 
Riverside; US Fish and Wildlife Service 
National Research Center for Carnivore 
Conservation (CENAP); University of São Paulo, 
Luiz de Queiroz College of Agriculture 
Example 
Plan 
Decision support for climate change adaptation 
and fire management strategies for at risk 
species in southern California; 
http://californialcc.org/projects/decision-
support-climate-change-adaptation-and-fire-
management-strategies-risk-species 
Jaguar National Action Plan (NAP)  
http://www.icmbio.gov.br/portal/biodiversidade/fau
na-brasileira/plano-de-acao/1344-plano-de-acao-
para-conservacao-da-onca-pintada.html 
Summary of 
Goals 
1) Integrate fire risk models, SDMs and 
population models with scenarios of future 
climate and land cover to project how effects of 
climate and land use changes impact threatened 
species in fire-prone ecosystems.  
2) Identify and prioritise potential management 
responses to climate change. 
1) Recognise suitable areas for current jaguar 
occurrence; 
2) Use SDMs for conservation planning; 
3) Delineate areas for jaguar conservation units 
(hereafter JCUs);  
4) Design corridors among priority areas;  
5) Prioritise JCUs. 
Model 
Complexity 
1) MaxEnt: Presence-only data inputs; 
2) Multiple models per species compared. 
1) MaxEnt: Presence-only data inputs;  
2) Functionally relevant variables for species 
selected to improve model certainty; 
3) Land use data included to account for current 
constraints on distributions (Ferraz et al. 2012). 
4) Multiple models per species compared. 
Scale Downscaled climate data to account for finer-
scale topographic effects using spatial and 
statistical interpolation methods. 
1) Considered environmental heterogeneity as the 
species distribution is wide-ranging; 
2) Multiple models produced, scaled at different 
extents (biome-level) to improve model accuracy 
across heterogeneous planning landscape: different 
biomes have different driving factors for 
distributions (i.e. land use in south, elevation in 
north) 
Uncertainty 1) Multiple models per species: Selected using 
statistical tests of predictive ability. 
1) Rigorous criteria for selecting presence data: 
Used only current data (within fixed time period), 
avoiding historical data, discarding uncertain 
39 
2) Models thresholded to discriminate between 
suitable/unsuitable habitat: Areas with 
predicted suitability below threshold considered 
unsuitable. 
3) Scenarios: Modelled current and future 
distributions under current and future 
urbanisation threats 
3) Sensitivity analyses 
4) Incorporated uncertainty explicitly into 
prioritisation: Probabilistic models used in 
optimisation. 
presences (imprecise coordinates, interviews, 
clustered data etc)   
2) Expert validation: Experts picked best model 
(with no previous information about variables or 
procedures to avoid bias selection), and validated 
occurrence data (independent database used to 
validate suitable and unsuitable areas) 
3) Models thresholded: 3 models (thresholded using 
different values from Maxent output) submitted for 
experts (species and biome specialists) to answer 
question: “which model best explains the current 
species distribution, according to what you 
know/expect?” 
4) Model selection based on congruence of expert 
opinion 
Processes 1) Incorporated threats: Dynamic habitat maps 
representing alternative scenarios of climate 
change and urban growth coupled with 
population models and simulated stochastic fire 
regimes (Bonebrake et al. 2014). 
2) Incorporated viability: Link a population 
model with dynamic bioclimate envelopes 
(RAMAS® GIS (Akçakaya 2002) to 
investigate expected changes in population 
abundances with future change, and learn how 
much assisted colonisation is necessary to 
minimise risk of decline in populations 
(Franklin et al. 2014). 
1) Used static map of dispersal barriers: 
Connectivity modelling incorporated using a cost 
surface (Morato et al. 2014). 
2) Incorporated viability: Population viability 
initially included through estimates of smallest 
continuous area necessary to preserve a viable 
population of 50 individuals (Morato et al. 2014), 
converted to scores per landscape unit.  
Constraints Costs not considered explicitly but partners 
willing to share all outputs with future planners. 
Commons Cataloged Datasets for public use. 
Produced decision-support tool for public use: 
http://climate.calcommons.org/project/decision-
support-climate-change-adaptation-and-fire-
management-strategies-risk-species 
Consider costs of protected areas after prioritisation 
only. 
Intending full systematic conservation planning 
exercise with explicit consideration of costs using 
decision-support tool Marxan. 
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Figure Legends 1126 
Figure 1. Results of topic analysis of 641 conservation prioritisation articles classified into (a) 1127 
only SDM prioritisations, and (b) non-SDM prioritisations. These show different priorities for 1128 
papers that (a) include SDMs (mostly focused on having adequate species representation in 1129 
planning, accounting for future uncertainty and multiple data types, and considering habitat 1130 
suitability), compared with (b) papers that do not mention SDMs (focused more on socio-1131 
economic aspects of conservation planning and on incorporating processes). 1132 
Figure 2. Type of feature data used in 68 conservation planning prioritisations from peer-1133 
reviewed and grey literature that we reviewed, ordered by how often they were used in 1134 
literature that did not use SDMs (open bars) compared with SDM-focused prioritisation 1135 
literature (dark bars). Note: percentages do not add up to 100 as most prioritisations used more 1136 
than one data type. 1137 
Figure 3. Results of review into how issues related to using alternative kinds of feature data in 1138 
conservation planning are dealt with in peer-reviewed and grey conservation planning literature 1139 
that either used SDMs to derive feature data (16 studies) or used alternative non-SDM 1140 
approaches (52 studies). Showing percentage of studies dealing with issues of (a) Spatial scale, 1141 
(b) Uncertainty: in feature data distribution, due to bias, or in the model, and (c) Ability to 1142 
represent ecological, evolutionary and threatening processes. The red percentage represents not 1143 
discussed, yellow represents mentioned but not dealt with, and blue indicates the article dealt 1144 
explicitly with the issue (e.g. within the methodology). 1145 
Figure 4. Factors that scientists and conservation planners mentioned they need improved for 1146 
better conservation planning (a ‘wish list’), in the non-SDM prioritisation literature (open bars; 1147 
16 publications) compared with prioritisation literature that used SDMs (dark bars; 52 1148 
publications), grouped into broad categories of the prioritisation process.  1149 
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